Victor Medical Company has been providing quality service to the west coast veterinary
community since 1966. With an extensive selection of pharmaceuticals, surgical instruments, and
supplies, along with a firm commitment to setting a higher standard of service, Victor Medical
Company has emerged as a leader in veterinary distribution.
Victor Medical’s distribution center
is the epitome of a small workhorse.
The facility bustles with activity and
fills hundreds of orders every day
from its 20,000 square foot
distribution center. This Southern
California company serves the
western United States with pinpoint
order accuracy, thanks to a number
of AWLview features.

AWLview for Victor Medical is a full-featured WMS that includes lot control, serial tracking,
and conforms to federal laws for veterinary supplies known as e-pedigree control. The system
handles inventory in diverse storage requirements including dry, cold, bond, and hazmat. A key
to Victor’s efficiency is the integration of three pods of White Systems horizontal carousels.
AWLview optimizes the carousel turns, provides batch picking and batch put-away, creates
dynamic batches, controls the light tree displays, and interfaces to the task complete station.
Totes are assigned tote IDs and passed to the next carousel pod, case pick area, or the shipping
area via conveyor line, as determined by the system based on the order requirements. All
locations in the DC are barcoded. AWLview interfaces to Motorola hand-held RF devices and
Zebra bar-code printers.
Victor Medical achieves outstanding efficiency and accuracy rates. More than 80% of Victor’s
orders arrive after 3PM, and with AWLview WMS, they are able to fill and ship 100% of these
orders on the same day. AWLview interfaces to an AS400 host system, and to a Clippership
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manifest system. AWLview runs on Windows Server, with MS SQL Server as the database
manager.
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